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ABSTRACT: To observe how developers write, execute and debug their code, coding videos are a really great 

approach. In all previous research regarding this domain were focused on either just creating videos as per the needs of 

viewers or as well as interest, interpretation, and inspiration of creators. The focal point in this work is establishing a 

relationship between coding lesson video creators and their viewers . To examine the comments of viewers to produce 

more convenient connection in both ends. The main goal of this work is to assist the relationship of video creators and 

their viewers to understand more about their desire and produce a solution which is more productive. For this study, 

UCI data set is used which is a collection of 6000 comments. At the end of this classified and summarized comments of 

only genuine viewers is collected and tried to improve the accuracy as well as the time complexity of the whole 

process. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Google Video content grew so popular that Google acquired YouTube in 2006, just one year after YouTube was 

founded. Today, over 300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute and almost 5 billion videos are being 

watched each day. YouTube introduced the slogan “Broadcast Yourself” as a way to encourage the everyday person to 

put their life on film and host it on YouTube. Since the first video posted by one of YouTube’s founder, titled “Me at 

the Zoo,” billions of hours have been shared about makeup, gaming, technology trends, and everything in between. 

Monetizing content was implemented in 2007, and brands have taken advantage of the site’s profitability by partnering 

with popular influencers to access their audiences. The emergence of user-generated content, specifically through 

videos on YouTube, has drastically changed the way marketers advertise to their audiences. Today, YouTube’s 

landscape could be better explained as “Broadcast Brands,” as companies and creators are tapping into the world of 

YouTube advertising and sponsored content. Little research has been published in understanding the implications of 

brandsponsored content and brand strategy specifically through YouTube. With such information, brands will more 

effectively be able to leverage YouTube as a way to authentically engage with users to foster a symbiotic relationship 

between the brand, the content creator, and the audience. The primary goal of this thesis was to gain a well-rounded 

understanding of YouTube and how it is viewed in the marketplace. This thesis seeks to delve into 7 literature 

surrounding YouTube’s history, current landscape, and competitors in order to understand where it stands in the 

market. This thesis also seeks to pair this understanding with results derived from primary research. The primary 

research conducted draws conclusions from YouTube’s two main user sets – businesses and millennial. By pairing key 

points derived from secondary literature with primary research trends about how users interact with YouTube, 

advertisers and business professionals can better understand how to leverage the platform. As well, YouTube, and 

ultimately Google, can tap into the findings about their user sets to understand how the market is viewing the platform, 

leverage its strengths, and develop tactics to address challenges the platform currently faces 

 

QUALITY OF YOUTUBE COMMENTS.  
They write about the poor public image that YouTube comments has in social media, and that the users attach little 

or no value to the comments of a video. But the aim of the study was to use a comment classification approach that 
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captures the salient aspects of YouTube comments. P. Schultes et al. found that their classifiers is able to perform 

very fast lightweight semantic video analysis. And in addition to that, they find that a videos likes and dislikes are 

influenced by the distribution of valuable and invaluable comments. 

The report How useful are your comments?: Analyzing and Predicting YouTube Comments and Comment Rating 

studies the correlation between comment sentiment and comment rating eg. like or dislike on the comment itself. 

Their study concluded that it is indeed possible to create a classifier that accurately predicts which comments are 

useful and which ones are not. Comments which are not deemed useful are ones that contain discriminatory 

language. 

 

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS ON YOUTUBE COMMENTS 

No earlier work on predicting a like/dislike ratio on YouTube videos based on comments was found while researching 

this topic. Though, research on YouTube comments has been published. Atte Oksanen et al. published a research paper 

on pro-anorexia and anti-anorexia videos on YouTube in 2015. The aim of their study was study emo-tional reactions 

to these anorexia-topic videos using sentiment anal-ysis. They analyzed the sentiments on comments in both pro- and 

anti-anorexia videos using ordinary least squares regression models. The results from the sentiment analysis show that 

anti-anorexia videos had both more positive comments and more likes than pro-anorexia videos. Similar to our work 

they count the comments with positive sentiment and base their conclusion on that. But unlike our comparison they are 

not trying to find a correlation between two sets of data based on their found emotional sentiment. 

 

DATA COLLECTION PROCESS AND ALGORITHM 

We modelled the data by automating queries and keyword based searches to gather videos and their corresponding 

comments. Python scripts using the YouTube APIs were used to extract information about each video (comments and 

their timestamps). We collected 1000 comments per video (YouTube allows a maximum of 1000 comments per video 

to be accessed through the APIs), and used keywords like "Federer", “Nadal", “Obama" etc., to collect the data for 

specific keywords. The timestamp and author name of each video were also collected. The final dataset used for the 

sentiment analysis had more than 3000 videos and more than 7 million comments. We performed data pre-processing 

on the collected comments. YouTube comments comprise of several languages depending on the demography of the 

commenter. However, to simplify the sentiment analysis, we modified the data collection scripts to collect only English 

comments. From the collected English comments, only comments in the standard UTF-8 encoding were selected in 

order to remove comments with unwanted characters. The steps below explain the procedure to collect the comments 

with their respective timestamps and author names for the keywords specified by the user. 

 

 In steps 1-4, the Google APIs for YouTube are used to configure the query with the number of videos to be fetched, 

the language of interest for comments, the search keyword, and how the comments are to be sorted.  

Step 5 collects the IDs of the videos related to the specified keyword.  

Steps 6 and 7 collect the comments associated with these videos and extract the timestamps, author names and 

comment text from the comment entries. All the comments for a single keyword are aggregated into one dataset which 

is used as the test set as explained in the following:  

Step 1: Prompt the user to specify the search keyword (keywords) and number of videos (numVideos)  

Step 2: Set maxNumVideos = max(50; num Videos) (As Google limits the maximum number of videos fetched in one 

iteration to 50)  

Step 3: Set up the YouTube client to use the YouTube-Service() API to communicate with the YouTube servers Step 4: 

Use the YouTubeVideoQuery() API to set the query parameters like language, search keyword,etc 

 Step 5: Perform successive queries to get the video ID of each video related to the keyword Step 6: Collect the 

comments associated with each video ID using the Get YouTube Video Comment Feed() API (maximum limit of 

comments per video is 1000)  

Step 7: Extract the comments with their respective timestamps and author names an input into one of two or more 

discrete classes. An example of a classification problem with two classes is determining whether an image contains a 

cat or not. Classifiers is a learning algorithm combined with a set of training data [1]. The classifier is trained using the 
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training data which consists of al-ready classified inputs. For example a set of pictures which are labelled with “contains cat” or 

“doesn’t contain cat”.  

 

CLASSIFYING USING MACHINE LEARNING 

A common way of creating a classifier for text is by using a machine learning algorithm. The algorithm will use the training 

data to find patterns between the given inputs and their sentiment. The problem with using text as an input for machine 

learning algorithms is that it doesn’t work. Text has to be converted into numbers or vectors of some kind. This conversion is 

called feature extraction [7]. 

 

Table 1: Vector representation of a sentence 

cats are Very cute I think about 

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

 

Which is the vector (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1). However, most practical applications of the BoW model will give us vectors with vastly 

larger dimensions since it needs to contain all words known to the model. Thus, a vector representation of our sentence, “I think 

about cute cats”, given a corpus of all the words in the Oxford Dictionary would have 171,476 [8] dimensions where all except 5 

values are “0”. 

Decision rules can be generated by constructing association rules with the target variable on the right. They can also denote temporal 

or causal relations. Decision tree using flowchart symbols Commonly a decision tree is drawn using flowchart symbols as it is easier 

for many to read and understand.  

 
Fig 1 Decision tree flow chart 
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Analysis example Analysis can take into account the decision maker's (e.g., the company's) preference or utility 

function, for example: 

 

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION: To implement NB and knn we use Weka [31], a data mining suite that 

implements a wide variety of machine learning and classification techniques  

 

 
 

 COMMENTS SUMMARIZATION 

Text Summarization refers to the shortening technique of long pieces of text. The aim is to create a coherent and 

smooth summary with only the main points outlined in the document. Automatic text summary is a common 

problem in the processing of machine learning and natural language. 

There are generally two types of Summarization, abstract and extractive Summarization. 
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Abstractive Summarization: Abstract methods select words based on semanthropy, even those words did not appear 

in the source documents. In a new way, it aims at producing substantial material. Using advanced natural language 

techniques, they interpret and examine the text to create a new short text conveying the most critical information from 

the original text.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

There is some correlation between the percentage of likes and percent-age of positive comments on YouTube. Though, 

since the variation is very high it is not possible using the comment sentiment alone to ac-curately predict the 

percentage of likes using our method. The answer to the research question, Can the comments on a YouTube video be 

used to determine what ratio of the viewers liked or disliked the video using senti-ment analysis? is difficult to answer 

using only our results. The method needs to improve in order to draw any substantial conclusions. Most importantly 

does the training data need to improve, irrelevant com-ments be sorted out and the amount of videos to analyze increase. 

If these areas are improved upon, a conclusive answer to our research question could be found. 

 

Further Research 

Our future work will include conducting surveys and human experiments with actual You Tubers to get a more in-depth 

understanding of their needs and expectations as well as response patterns to their viewers If we were to continue this 

research and improve upon it, we could take the following points into consideration. Improving the training data. The 

training data used in this report is one of the big flaws. The main issue of the training data was that it was a twitter 

training data set. Even though tweets are microblog posts and similar to YouTube comments in length, the language is 

very different. The difference in language can cause the model to wrongly classify comments. Also, the comments have 

been automatically generated which mean that they are not guaranteed to be completely accurate. 
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